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BUNDLES, LINEAR BUNDLES AND PRINCIPAL BUNDLES 
IN THE CATEGORY OF DIFFERENTIAL SPACES 

Introduction 
In this paper we define and investigate bundles, linear 

bundles and principal bundles in the category of differential 
spaces. The notions of bundle, linear bundle and principal 
bundle as an immediate generalization of notions known from 
the theory of"manifolds [1], admits objects which are not in 
general bundles in the category of differential manifolds. 
Moreover, objects with no constant dimension of fibres are 
considered. We prove some propositions which are, in general, 
not true in the category of differential manifolds. For 
example we prove that kernel and image of a projection of a 
linear bundle are linear bundles in the category of 
differential spaces as well. For all basic definitions about 
differential spaces we refer to the papers of R. Sikorski [2], 
[3] and A. KowalczVk [4]. 

1. Bundles in the category of differential spaces 
Given a differential space E, the symbols E and ^(E) 

denote the space of points of E and the differential structure 
of E, respectively. If u is a smooth mapping of a differential 
space E into a differential space M, we write-throughout this 
paper, simply TT:E »M. 

Definition 1. A bundle, in the category of differential 
spaces, is a triple (E,n,M) where E, M are two differential 
spaces (total space, base space) and 7i:E >M is a surjection. 
For beM, 7T-1(b) is called the fibre at b. 

In this paper we consider only bundles in the category of 
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differential spaces, calling them shortly bundles. 
Examples: 
1. Given two differential spaces E,F and projection on the 

first factor 7T : F X E, the triple ( E X F,7r , E ) is a trivial bundle. 

2 . Let M be a differential space then the triples (T M , T T , M ) 

and (TnM,7i,M) are bundles, where TM, TnM are tangent space and 
n-tangent space to M, respectively [4]. 

3. Let G be a Lie group, H a subgroup of G, then the 
triple (G , T T , G / H), is a boundle, where G/H is a differential 
space of equivalence classes with the differential structure 
coinduced from ?(G) on G/H by the natural projection 
TT:G >G/H. 

A subbundle of a bundle (E,rc,M) is a bundle (E' ,ir' ,M' ), 
where E' ,M' are differential subspaces of E,M respectively, 
and 7i' =T71 E' . 

If (E , T T , M) is an arbitrary bundle, EQ and MQ are the sub-
spacees of E and M respectively, then 

( E 0 , T T I E 0 , T T ( E 0 ) ) a n d ( I T - 1 ( M Q ) ,TT ITT""1 ( M Q ) , M Q ) 

in the category of 
in general, in the 

differential 
category of 

are subbundles of (E,rr,M) 
spaces. It is not true, 
differential manifolds. 

A smooth cross-section of a bundle (E , T T , M) is a mapping 
s: M >E 

such that 
TIoS=id,„. 

M 

The set of all cross-sections of a bundle (E , T T , M) will be 
denoted by T(M,E). 

Let (E,ir,M) and (E' , TT' ,M' ) be bundles. A bundle map of E 
into E' is a pair (f,g) of mappings f:E >E' , g:M >M' such 
that the following diagram 

f 

commutes. Then we write (f,g) : (E,7T,M) >E' ,n' ,M' ) . If M=M' and 
g=id„ then we write M 
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f: (E,tt,M) >(E' ,rr' ,M) 
and it called M-bundle map. 

The class of bundles in the category of differential 
spaces, with bundle maps as morphisms, is the category called 
bundles category. This category is closed under the cartesian 
product and Whitney sum of bundles. 

2. Linear bundles in the category of differential spaces 
Definition 2. A linear bundle is a bundle (E,ir,M) together 

with bundle maps 
u: (RXE,7T,M) >(E,ti,M) , 

cr: (E©E,7r,M) >(E,7i,M) 
such that, for beM the triple 

(7T_1(b) ,ii|S"1(b) ,<r|7i"1(b)) 
is a linear real space. The mapping tt:IRxE >M is given by 
it (t, p) =tt (p) , for peE, telR, and the mapping 7i:E@E >M is given 

by 7r(P/q) :=TC(P)=rc(q) for (p,q)eE©E. 
Given a differential space M the tangent bundle (TM,n,M) 

together with M-bundle maps 
jLt: (IRxTM,71,M) >(TM,ti,M) ; <r(u,w)=u+w 

for veTM, teR, (u,w)eTM©TM, is a linear bundle. 
Remark. In the case of a differential space of non-

constant dimensional tangent space at a point of this 
differential space, its tangent bundle has not typical fibre. 

A linear subbundle of a linear bundle (E,tt,M) is its 
subbundle (E' ,7i' ,M' ) such that for beM' the fibre it'-1(b) is 
a linear subspace of n ^(b). 

The set r(M,E) of all cross-sections of a linear bundle 
(E,tt,M) has a ?(M)-module structure. Elements of T(M,TM) are 
called the vectors fields on M. In this case the 5(M)-module 
r(M,TM) is denoted by X(M). 

A linear bundle map of linear bundles (E,tt,M) , (E' ,n' ,M' ) 
is a bundle map (f ,g) : (E,ir,M) >(E' ,7r' ,M') such that the map 
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f:E >E restricts to linear map 
f |tt-1 (b) :tt_1 (b) m' - 1 (g(b)) , beM. 

The class of all linear bundles with linear bundle maps as 
morphisms is a category, called the linear bundles category. 
This category is a subcategory of the bundle category. 

Let (E,7i,M) , be a linear bundle and F be a differential 
space. Then the bundle 

(ExF, 7ixidp,MxF) 
is a linear bundle with standard maps m and <r. 

Similarly, given linear bundles (E,tt,M) and (E' ,71' ,M' ) the 
cartesian product 

(ExE' ,7rx7T' ,MxM' ) 
is a linear bundle with standard maps n and <r, if M=M' the 
Whitney sum (E©E' ,7r,M) is a linear bundle with standard maps y 
and a. 

Proposition 1. Let 
(f,g) : (E' ,tt' ,M' ) >(E,tt,M) 

be a linear bundle map, then the bundles 
(Ker f,7r' |Ker f,M' ) 

and 
(Im f ,7r | Im f,M) 

are linear subbundles of (E',n' ,M' ) and (E,n,M), respectively. 
Proof. The triple (Ker f,n' |Ker f,M' ) and (Im f,7i|Im f,M) 

are bundles. Restrictions of maps defining linear structures 
on fibres of E' and E define linear structures on fibres of 
Ker f and Im f, respectively. • 

Let us notice that the above proposition is not true, in 
general, in the category of bundles over the differential 
manifolds. 

Example 
4. Given the linear bundle (RxRjpr^lR) and the IR-linear 

bundle map 
f: (IRxIR,pr̂ ,IR) > (IRxIR,pr̂ ,IR) 

given by 
f(t,x) = (t,tx), t, xeIR 
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we obtain linear bundle Ker f and Im f with non-constant 
dimension of fibre, in both cases we have the change of fibre 
dimension at the base point 0. 

A bundle projection of a linear bundle E is a linear 
bundle endomorphism f of E such that f«f=f. 

Proposition 2. If f is a bundle projection of a linear 
bundle (E,tt,M) , then the map 

tj : Ker f®Im f >E 
given by 

7)(V,U) = v+u, 
for (v,u)eKer f©Im f, defines a M-bundle isomorphism of 
(Ker f®Im f^n,M) onto (E,7i,M) • 

The above Proposition in terms of modules reveals that a 
bundle projection of a linear bundle (E,7i,M) gives a module 
isomorphism: 

©:r(M,Ker f)®r(M,Im f) >r(M,E) 
given by 

e(si,s2) = s 1 +s 2, 
for s1er(M,Ker f) i s2er(M,Im f) . 

As a strict illustration of the above considerations let 
us examine the tangent bundle to cartesian product ot two 
differential spaces. First we define a few helpfull mappings 
i.e. for any xeM, yeN 

i :M >MxN, j :N >MxN y * 
given by 

iy(P)=(P,y), jx(q)=(x,q) 
for peM, qeN. In addition we define mappings 

I^TMxN >T (MxN) and I2:MxTN >T(MxN) 
given by 
(1) V v ^ ) = Uy)*(v), veTM, yeN, 
and 
(2) I2(x,u) = (jx)A(u), xeM, ueTN. 

Elementary facts lead us to the following 
Proposition 3. The mappings 
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f:T(MxN) >T(MxN) and g:T(MxN) >T(MxN) 
given by 

f=I2» (pr^n, (pr2) J and g ^ » ((pr^ ^pr^.ir), 

where the mappings and I 2 are given by (1), (2) induce 
bundle projections in T(MxN) such that, f+g=id T^ M x Nj • 

If we put TM(MxN):=Ker f and TN(MxN):=Im f, calling them 
the bundle of tangent vectors to MxN along M and N, 
respectively, we have 

Proposition 4. [5] For any differential spaces M and N the 
mappings I^:TMxN >T(MxN) and I2:MxTN >T(MxN) given by (1) 
and (2) induce MxN-linear bundle isomophisms 

I : ( T M x N . N J X I D ^ M x N ) >(T M(MxN) ,TTM,MXN) 
and 

I 2: (MxTN, idMx7T2,MxN) >(TN(MxN) ,7iN,MxN) . • 

3. Principal bundle in the category of differential spaces 

Now we define the fibre bundle with typical fibre and the 
action of a Lie group on a differential space, what allows us 
to define the notion of principal bundle. 

Given differential spaces E, B and F a fibre bundle vith 
the typical fibre F is a quadruple (E,7r,B,F), where (E,7t,B) is 
a bundle locally isomorphic with (BxF,pr1(B). 

For any arbitrary fibre bundle (E,TT,B,F) there is an open 
cover {U^} of B and a system of IK-bundle isomorphism 

f.: (7i"1(Ui) ,n|"1(Ui) ,U.) >(U.xF,pr1,Ui) 

such that pr1»f^=7r. A pair (n - 1 (U^) , f i s called a map of E, 

the family {(IR-1 (U^) , f P } is called an atlas of E. 

Examples: 
5. Given a fibre bundle (E,TT,B,F) of differential mani-

folds and a subspace B q of B the quadruple 

(rr"1(B0),Ti|Tr"1(B0),B0,F) 
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is a fibre bundle of differential spaces which is not, in 
general, a fibre bundle of differential manifolds. 

6. Let B be a differential sp^ce of constant differential 
dimension n. The quadruple 

(TB, 71, B, IRn) 
is a fibre bundle of differential spaces. 

An action of a Lie group G on a differential space P is a 
mappings 

*:PxG >P 
satisfying the conditions: 
(i) ¥(p,goh) = i(*(p,g),h) for p€P, and g,heG; 
(ii) i(p,e)=p for pep, (e-is the unit element of G). 

Let us define now a notion of a principal bundle in the 
category of differential spaces. 

Definition 3. A principal bundle in the category of 
differential spaces is a system (P,n,B,G,¥) , where (P,tt,B,G) 
is a fibre bundle with the typical fibre G and iiPxG >P is a 
smooth action of the Lie group G on P, such that there exists 
an atlas {(n~ (U^), f ^ ) o f (P,rr,B,G) satisfying condition 
(3) f^pog) = (n(p) ̂ ¿(p) °g), pep, geG, 
where fi: = (TT,fi) :TT_1(Ui) rt^xG, iel. 

A principal bundle (P,77,B,G,,I') in the category of 
differential spaces is called shortly principal bundle and it 
is denoted by P, if it not leads to misuderstandings. 

The typical fibre of a principal bundle P in the category 
of differential spaces is called the structural group of P. 

Let (P,n,B,G,$) and (P' ,n' ,B' ) be principal bundles 
then a bundle morphism (f,f) : (P,n,B) >(P' ,tt' ,B' ) satisfying 
condition 

f(p«h)=f(p)»h, peP, heG 
is called a principal bundles homomorphism of P and P'. 

Let (P,n,B,G,i) be a principal bundle and b e a n 

open covering of B, such that (7r~1(U^)fi) is a map, for iel. 
As in the theory of manifolds we define the transition 
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mappings 

by the formula 
g i j : U i n U j >G 

9 i j(b)=f i(p)•(fjiP))" 1, 
for any b e U^nUj, peTT-1U^nUj and i,jel which satisfies the 
conditions 

1" g i i (b)=e for beU^ and iel, 

2° g i j(b)=g i k(b)-g k j(b) for beU.nUjM^ and i,j,k,el, 

3° f i(p)=g i j(n(p))'f(P) for P€U inU j andi,jel. 

Examples: 

7. Let (P,n,B,G,i) be a principal bundle of manifolds and 

B Q be a subset of B. Evidently B Q and tt—1(BQ) are differential 

spaces. The subbundle (N - 1 (BQ) ,tt|tt-1 (BQ) ,BQ) of (P,tt,B) with 

the action :=i | n (BQ) xG of Lie group G on tt-1(B0) is a 
principal bundle in the category of differential spaces with 
structural group G. 

8. The trivial bundle (BxG,pr1,B)> where B is a differen-
tial space, G is a Lie group, together with an action 
i:(BxG)xG >BxG given by 

*((P,g),h)=(p,gh) 

for any peB, g,heG is a principal bundle in the category of 
differential spaces. 

9. Let B a differential space of constant differential 
dimension n. We denote by (F(B),tt,B) a subbundle of (TNB,tt,B) 
given by 

F(B):={(v ,...,v ) e T nB, a r e linearly independent} 
A 

and 7t=tt|F(B). One may easily prove that (F(B),tt,B) is a fibre 
bundle with the typical fibre GL(n) and that the mapping 

i:F(B)xGL(n) >F(B) 
given by 
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n n 
((v1,...,vJ,(Ah) = ( E A V. E A V.) J- n J i = 1 J i = 1 

for any (v1#...,vn) e F(B) and (Aj) € GL(n) is a smooth action 
of Lie group GL(n) on F(B) satisfying (3). Hence 
(F(B),n,B,GL(n)is the principal bundle called the frame 
bundle over M. 

Similarly as in the theory of manifolds [1], we prove 
Proposition 5. Let (P,7r,B,G,¥) be a principal bundle, then 

the mapping 
0:Pxg >V :=kern>, r 

where g is a Lie algebra of G, given by 
6(p,A) := (ip).A pep, Aeg 

induces linear bundles isomorphism of (Pxg,prlfP) and 

< w p > 
Corollary. The dimension of vertical fields module of 

principal bundle is equal to the differential dimension of its 
structural group • 
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